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We present a new method to formulate equations of motion for open quantum many-particle systems. Our
approach allows for a numerically exact treatment as well as for approximations necessary in large systems and
can be applied to systems involving both bosonic and fermionic particles. The method generalizes the cluster
expansion technique by using expectation values instead of correlation functions. The use of expectation values
not only makes the equations more transparent but also considerably reduces the amount of algebraic effort
to derive the equations. The proposed formulation offers a unified view on various approximation techniques
presented recently in the literature. The microscopic semiconductor model for quantum-dot-based microcavity
lasers is extended to higher-order photon-autocorrelation functions and the validity of the cluster expansion
is shown for this system. We study photon-autocorrelation functions up to fifth order and monitor the onset
of lasing in quantum-dot-based microcavity lasers. We observe a successive vanishing of photon bunching in
the higher-order photon-autocorrelation functions with increasing pump rates. Our results reveal that the laser
threshold is not only softened in microcavity laser systems but is centered around different pump rates with
respect to the photon-autocorrelation functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interacting many-particle systems can drive strong correla-
tions between the interacting particles. A straightforward way
to describe the dynamics of correlated many-particle systems
is to directly derive the equations of motion for the quantities of
interest. Equation of motion (EoM) techniques have been used
successfully to realize microscopic descriptions of quantum
systems, and are a way to systematically incorporate many-
particle correlations into the description of exciton dynamics
in quantum wells [1], ultracold Bose gases [2], spin dynam-
ics [3], photoluminescence [4], resonance fluorescence [5],
cavity phonons [6], cavity-quantum-electrodynamics [7], and
microcavity quantum dot (QD) lasers [8]. The basic idea
of EoM approaches is to truncate the unfolding hierarchy
of differential equations at a certain level to allow for a
numerical solution. The details of the truncation depend
strongly on the used technique and the investigated system
and are the subject of this paper. Many different formulations
and approximation techniques are known in the field of EoM
approaches. However, we will distinguish between two basic
types of formulations using correlation functions (CFs) [1,3–
5,9,10] as in the cluster expansion [11,12] on the one hand and
expectation values (EVs) on the other hand [6,7,13–15]. The
formulation in CFs is algebraically demanding but has proven
to be very effective in approximately describing large systems.
Expectation value based formulations are algebraically less
demanding and produce a linear and very clear system of
EoM, but are usually limited to small systems. The proposed
approach combines the two formulations (in CFs and EVs)
with their respective advantages and adds a new perspective
on former techniques used in the literature.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we will
revisit the general concept of CFs and the factorization of EVs.
The approximation techniques presented in Sec. II are the basis
for the truncation variants presented in Sec. III. Section III
is devoted to the derivation of EoM and we show how the

introduced formulation can be used to truncate the unfolding
hierarchy of EoM. We focus on the truncation of EoM for
systems involving bosons and fermions and provide details on
the various truncation possibilities. In Sec. IV, we will give an
example for the EoM of a coupled quantum system and show
how different truncation schemes result in known models. We
also present an extension of the semiconductor QD laser model
introduced by Gies et al. [8]. This extension is used to monitor
the lasing transition in higher-order photon-autocorrelation
functions. At the end of Sec. IV, various methods applied
in the literature are compared and interpreted according to the
formulation introduced. We conclude the paper in Sec. V.

II. THE CONCEPT OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

In the following, we recapitulate and work out the details
of the CF concept. The fundamental definitions of CFs and
a formal introduction to CFs can be found in Fricke [11].
We introduce a new formulation that will facilitate switching
between a formulation in EVs or CFs. With this flexibility in
the formulation we give detail to the various approximations
that are related to the neglection of EVs and CFs.

A. Definition of correlation functions

A key point of this section is the fact that one can represent
every EV 〈b1b2 · · · bk〉 of operators bi as a sum of products of
CFs in a unique way. In this part, we stick to bosonic operators
to keep the general ideas clear.

For the mathematical framework, we define a set of indices
I = {1,2, . . . ,k} and a product of operators bI = b1b2 · · · bk .
P is a partition of the set I meaning a set family of
disjoint nonempty subsets J of I with ∪J∈P J = I , and
finally PI is defined as the set of all partitions of I . We
introduce the factorization operator F. This operator does
not change the value of the complex number 〈bI 〉, instead
F changes the representation of the EV similar to a passive
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transformation of a vector. With these preliminaries we can
now give a general definition of the CFs δ(bJ ):

F〈bI 〉 = δ(bI ) + δ(bI )F =
∑
P∈PI

∏
J∈P

δ(bJ ), (1)

where δ(bI )F is a short notation for the sum of products of
all possible factorizations of the operator EV 〈bI 〉 into CFs
containing a smaller number of operators than the cardinality
of I , #(I ). We show as an example the factorizations of the first
EVs containing products of up to three operators according to
Eq. (1):

F〈b1〉 = δ(b1),

F〈b1b2〉 = δ(b1b2) + δ(b1)δ(b2),
(2)

F〈b1b2b3〉 = δ(b1b2b3) + δ(b1b2)δ(b3) + δ(b1b3)δ(b2)

+ δ(b2b3)δ(b1) + δ(b1)δ(b2)δ(b3).

One can define the inverse operation F−1F = 1 as well.
Applying F−1 to Eq. (1),

F−1δ(bI ) =〈bI 〉 − F−1δ(bI )F , (3)

gives an implicit definition of F−1. As well as F, the operator
F−1 does not change the value of the complex number δ(bI ),
but rather its representation. By successively applying Eq. (3)
to itself one arrives at the form

F−1δ(bI ) =
∑
P∈PI

cP

∏
J∈P

〈bJ 〉 (4)

with cP = (−1)#(P )−1[#(P ) − 1]!, where the CF is represented
entirely by EV. Due to the implicit definition of F−1, the
coefficients cP are not equal to +1 as in Eqs. (2). The first
three “refactorized” CFs according to Eq. (4) are

F−1δ(b1) = 〈b1〉,
F−1δ(b1b2) = 〈b1b2〉 − 〈b1〉〈b2〉,

(5)
F−1δ(b1b2b3) = 〈b1b2b3〉 − 〈b1b2〉〈b3〉 − 〈b1b3〉〈b2〉

− 〈b2b3〉〈b1〉 + 2〈b1〉〈b2〉〈b3〉.
With the recursive definition one can easily prove by induction
that every EV can be represented in an unambiguous way
by CFs and every CF can be represented by EVs as well.
The definition of the lowest-order CF is linear and therefore
obviously unambiguous. By using this first definition one
can solve the second-order equation unambiguously and with
these two solutions one can solve the third-order equation
unambiguously and so on, therefore F−1F = FF−1 = 1 holds
for every order. Note that a similar definition of CFs can be
introduced for fermionic operators fi , if the sign of δ(f J ) is
changed for every commutation of operators corresponding
to identical fermionic particles that is performed in the
factorization of δ(f I ).

B. Approximations by lower-order quantities

In this section, we show how the concept of representing
a quantity by a sum of products of another quantity can
be exploited for approximation schemes. To this end, we
introduce the abbreviated notation δ(N ), representing any

function of CFs δ(bI ) of order N or smaller {O[δ(bI )] =
#(I ) � N}. As an example, we display the third line of Eqs. (2)
in this fashion:

F〈b1b2b3〉 ≡ δ(3) + 3δ(2)δ(1) + δ(1)3 ≡ δ(3).

To symbolize neglections, we define the truncation operator
�δ(N). Applied to any function of CFs, all CFs of order larger
than N are neglected:

�δ(N)δ(N + 1) = δ(N ). (6)

To further illustrate this notation, we apply �δ(2) on the third
line in Eqs. (2),

�δ(2)[δ(3) + 3δ(2)δ(1) + δ(1)3] = 3δ(2)δ(1) + δ(1)3 ≡ δ(2),

leaving an expression that contains only CFs up to order two.
Whether this neglection is justified depends on the physical
system under investigation. An analogous definition can be
made for the neglection of EVs, here 〈N〉 is a short notation
for any function of EVs addressing N or less operators. The
application of the truncation operator �〈N〉,

�〈N〉〈N + 1〉 = 〈N〉, (7)

reduces any function of EV 〈N + 1〉 of order (N + 1) to a
function of EVs containing only EVs of order N or smaller by
setting 〈N + 1〉 to zero.

The application of the truncation operator is simple when
�δ(N) is applied to CFs, and �〈N〉 is applied to EVs. However,
the representation of the quantities in EV or CF is independent
from the approximation one applies. One can formulate all
quantities in CFs and make an approximation by neglecting
higher-order CFs. Alternatively, one can formulate all quanti-
ties in EV and still apply the very same approximation. Using
the factorization operators F(−1), we can apply �δ(N) to EVs
as well. The EV has to be rewritten into CFs (by application of
F), then the highest order CF is set to zero (by application of
�δ(#I−1)) and finally the remaining CFs are rewritten as EVs
(by application of F−1). The EV 〈bI 〉 is approximated by

F−1�δ(#I−1)F〈bI 〉 = −
∑

P∈PI \I
cP

∏
J∈P

〈bJ 〉, (8)

a sum of products of lower-order EVs. We show in Sec. III B
that this approximation scheme is very useful when it is
necessary to describe systems with a large number of particles
and many degrees of freedom. To illustrate the approach, we
apply �δ(1) to 〈b1b2〉 and 〈b1b2b3〉 and�δ(2) to 〈b1b2b3〉:

F−1�δ(1)F〈b1b2〉 = 〈b1〉〈b2〉, (9)

F−1�δ(1)F〈b1b2b3〉 = 〈b1〉〈b2〉〈b3〉, (10)

F−1�δ(2)F〈b1b2b3〉 = 〈b1b2〉〈b3〉 + 〈b1b3〉〈b2〉 + 〈b2b3〉〈b1〉
− 2〈b1〉〈b2〉〈b3〉. (11)

The reader will recognize Eq. (9) as the mean-field approx-
imation and that Eq. (10) is related to the second Born
approximation [1]. Equation (11) reproduces the so-called
Bogoliubov backreaction method recently used by Witthaut
et al. [15,16].
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Since we have defined unambiguous transformations be-
tween CFs and EVs, it is also possible to formulate analogous
approximations for CF δ(bI ). In this case, the truncation
operator �〈N〉 is applied to a CF:

F�〈N−1〉F−1δ(bI ) = −
∑

P∈PI \I

∏
J∈P

δ(bJ ). (12)

A CF is approximated by a sum of products of lower-order CFs,
since the corresponding EV vanishes. One can find this way
of approximation in Florian et al. [17], were the finite number
of carriers confined in a single QD is taken into account by
replacing higher CFs with their factorizations.

We have formulated the two different approximations in a
very symmetric fashion. Nevertheless, the two approximations
are quite the opposite of each other: when a system has many
degrees of freedom and a CF of certain order is negligible, the
corresponding EV is not,

δ(bI ) = 0 ⇒ 〈bI 〉 = F−1δ(bI )F ,

but has to be replaced by products of nonzero EVs of lower
order. If a system has only a limited number of particles and
certain normal ordered EVs vanish,

〈bI 〉 = 0 ⇒ δ(bI ) = −δ(bI )F ,

the corresponding CF cannot be neglected but has to be
replaced by its factorization. In Sec. IV A 1, we will give a
specific example on the difference of the two approaches and
see how badly a system with vanishing EV can be described
by EoM in which CFs are neglected.

We emphasize that up to this point our considerations are of
entirely formal nature. We worked out the case of a vanishing
CF and the effect this has on the corresponding EV and vice
versa. It depends on the investigated physical system whether
one of these approximations is adequate.

III. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In this section, we show how EVs and CFs are used to
derive EoM for a given physical system. We work out how the
suggested approximation schemes can be applied to different
systems of EVs or CFs. We also discuss the situation of a
mixed Hilbert space describing different types of particles.

A. Infinite hierarchy

The dynamics of an open quantum mechanical system with
the Hamiltonian H is described by the von Neumann-Lindblad
equation (vNL) for the density operator ρ:

∂

∂t
ρ = − i

�
[H,ρ] +

∑
ν

λν

2
(2LνρL†

ν − L†
νLνρ − ρL†

νLν),

(13)

where H generates the internal dynamics and the Lindblad
form describes the coupling to external baths with transition
rates λν and the collapse operators Lν (see, for example, [18]
and references therein). For many systems, an exact solution
of ρ(t) is not feasible due to the size of the system and the
interaction part of H . Moreover, a solution of ρ(t) is not
necessary for many applications and it is enough to know

the dynamics of some EVs 〈A〉 = Tr(Aρ). Equation (13) can
be used to derive generalized Ehrenfest EoM [19],

d

dt
〈A〉 = 〈L(A)〉 = i

�
〈[H,A]〉 (14)

+
∑

ν

λν

2
〈2L†

νALν − L†
νLνA − AL†

νLν〉

for the desired operator EVs 〈A〉. In Eq. (14), L is a super-
operator that stands for the application of the Lindblad form
and the commutator with H to the operator A. When deriving
Ehrenfest EoM, the interaction part of the Hamiltonian and the
scattering terms in the Lindblad form lead to an hierarchy of
EoM. These terms couple a first-order quantity to a second-
order quantity and a second-order to a third-order quantity and
so on. Symbolically this reads

d

dt
〈1〉 = 〈L(1)〉 = 〈2〉,

d

dt
〈2〉 = 〈L(2)〉 = 〈3〉, (15)

...
...

...

and without any truncation the hierarchy would go up to infinite
order. In many cases, it is possible to calculate the effect of
L for a whole family of operators Aa and to formulate an
inductive scheme for arbitrary high orders [13,20]. When the
system contains only n particles, then normal ordered EVs
addressing n + 1 particles vanish:

〈b† · · · b† b · · · b︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1

〉 = 0,

which has the same effect as the application of the truncation
operator �〈N〉 with N = 2n:

〈2n + 1〉 ≈ �〈2n〉〈2n + 1〉 = 〈2n〉. (16)

Note that in the case of finite particle numbers, the total
number of normal ordered operators is not important, but the
number of annihilation (creation) operators is. However, we
do not focus on this point because in every practical case, one
can unambiguously identify the vanishing EV. The truncation
operator �〈N〉 applied on the N th line of the hierarchy
in Eqs. (15) leads to a finite system of linear differential
equations:

d

dt
〈1〉 = 〈L(1)〉 = 〈2〉,

...
...

... (17)

d

dt
〈N〉 = 〈L(N )〉 ≈ �〈N〉〈N + 1〉 = 〈N〉.

Figure 1 gives a visualization of the coupled linear EoM
in system (17). This truncation scheme is useful when the
system contains a small number of particles occupying a
limited number of states, i.e., the Hilbert space is finite and
manageable with numerical methods. If a system can be
described by this method it is, in principle, also possible to
solve the vNL Eq. (13) directly, since the corresponding matrix
equation can be solved in the basis of configurations the finite
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Illustration of an EV hierarchy. The black
lines indicate the linear coupling between the EV of increasing order.
One can imagine the hierarchy as a line of EVs coupled by linear
differential equations to the next order. The hierarchy is truncated by
setting the (N + 1) EV to zero, i.e., applying the truncation operator
�〈N〉.

number of particles occupy. These approaches are often called
numerically exact methods.

When the physical system under consideration is too large
to be described by a finite Hilbert space, the cluster expansion
method has proven beneficial. In this method, the EoM are
derived for the CFs and the CFs of certain order are neglected.
To derive the EoM for the CF δ(bI ), the Ehrenfest EoM (14) has
to be applied to the corresponding EV and the resulting EVs
have to factorized into CFs again and finally the previously
calculated derivatives of the lower-order factorizations have to
be subtracted:

d

dt
δ(bI ) = F〈L(bI )〉 − d

dt
δ(bI )F . (18)

As well as for the EV hierarchy, the interaction and scattering
terms in L give rise to an infinite hierarchy of CFs:

d

dt
δ(1) = F〈L(1)〉 − d

dt
δ(1)F = δ(2),

d

dt
δ(2) = F〈L(2)〉 − d

dt
δ(2)F = δ(3), (19)

...
...

...

The infinite hierarchy displayed in the set of Eqs. (19) is
equivalent to the infinite hierarchy in Eqs. (15) and the two
systems of EoM produce exactly the same results if they were
formulated up to infinite order and solved exactly.

For a large system with sufficiently weak interaction, CFs
δ(bI ) of order #(I ) > N can be neglected and the hierarchy of
CFs can be truncated. This is equivalent to the application of
the truncation operator �δ(N) [from Eq. (6)] to the N th line of
the hierarchy in Eqs. (19):

d

dt
δ(1) = F〈L(1)〉 − d

dt
δ(1)F = δ(2),

...
...

...
(20)

d

dt
δ(N ) = F〈L(N )〉 − d

dt
δ(N )F

≈ �δ(N)F〈L(N )〉 − d

dt
δ(N )F = δ(N ).

This system of Eqs. (20) visualized in Fig. 2 is no longer
equivalent to the truncated hierarchy of EVs in Eqs. (17) due
to the application of different truncation operators. In fact,
Eqs. (17) and (20) describe opposite situations in the same
sense as pointed out at the end of Sec. II B.

Let us compare the hierarchies (15) and (17) of EVs to the
hierarchies (19) and (20) of CFs. On the one hand, Eqs. (15)
and (17) are entirely linear since they originate from the linear

FIG. 2. (Color online) Illustration of a CF hierarchy. The CF of
a certain order couple linearly to the CF of the next order indicated
by the black line, but also to products of lower-order CF indicated
by the blue merging lines on top. To truncate the hierarchy at order
N the (N + 1)th CF is set to zero i.e.. the truncation operator �δ(N)

is applied. In contrast to the EV hierarchy depicted in Fig. 1. the CF
hierarchy cannot be imagined as a straight line, due to the nonlinear
coupling of the CF. The structure of this hierarchy is nonlinear and
can be imagined as an intertwined chain.

Ehrenfest EoM (14). The only necessary algebraic operation
to derive these equations is the normal ordering of L(bI ).
The truncated version in Eqs. (17) can be used to describe
the dynamics of a finite quantum system. On the other hand,
Eqs. (19) and (20) are nonlinear for all orders larger than one.
To derive these equations, L(bI ) has to be normal ordered,
the resulting EV has to be factorized and time derivative of
the lower-order factorizations has to be subtracted. Without
advanced methods the algebraic effort is very high since the
factorization [F〈L(bI )〉] and the time derivative of the products
of the lower-order CFs [ d

dt
δ(bI )F ] are demanding and error

intensive operations and have to be performed for every single
order in the hierarchy. The benefits of this effort are that
Eq. (20) can be used to describe the dynamics of a large system
with small correlations that would in fact be too large to be
described by the set of Eqs. (17).

B. Expectation value based cluster expansion

We will now give detail to the main concept of this paper, the
independence of the formulation of the EoM in EVs or CFs
from the principle of approximation that is used to truncate
the infinite hierarchy of EoM. We have shown in Sec. II B
that one can apply �δ(N) to EVs and �〈N〉 to CFs as well.
The consequence is that we can apply the truncation operator
�δ(N) also on the N th line of Eqs. (15) and obtain a system
of EoM formulated in EVs that is equivalent to the CF system
Eqs. (20):

d

dt
〈1〉 = 〈L(1)〉 = 〈2〉,

...
...

... (21)

d

dt
〈N〉 = 〈L(N )〉 ≈ F−1�δ(N)F〈N + 1〉 = 〈N〉.

Equations (21) are equivalent to Eqs. (20) and produce the
same results, since the same truncation scheme (�δ(N)) is used.
Note that Eqs. (21) are almost linear, only the EoM where
actual approximations are made are nonlinear. An infinite
system of linear equations is approximated by a finite set of
nonlinear equations in which the nonlinearity arise from the
approximation. A visualization of Eqs. (21) can be found in
Fig. 3.

We emphasize that it is much less demanding to derive
Eqs. (21) than Eqs. (20) since an inductive scheme can be used
to derive Eqs. (21) up to line N . The factorizations that are
required in F−1�δ(N)F〈N + 1〉 can be listed as indicated in
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Illustration of an EV hierarchy truncated
by neglecting CFs. This hierarchy is equivalent to the hierarchy
illustrated in Fig. 2 though in its structure it is very similar to the
EV hierarchy illustrated in Fig. 1. The EVs of a certain order couple
linearly to the next order. The truncation here is not achieved by
setting the (N + 1)th EV to zero but by substituting it by products of
lower-order EVs indicated by the merging blue line entering the N th
EV from the side mediated by the truncation operator. In consequence
this hierarchy can be imagined as an “almost” straight line where
only the last order couples nonlinearly to products of lower-order
quantities.

Eqs. (9)–(11) and all emerging EVs of order larger than N can
be substituted according to such a list. Though this formulation
is very different from the “traditional” cluster expansion it
can still be called so, since its approximations and results are
exactly the same.

For the sake of completeness, we will also show a system
of equations equivalent to Eqs. (17) but entirely formulated in
terms of CFs:

d

dt
δ(1) = F〈L(1)〉 − d

dt
δ(1)F = δ(2),

...
...

...
(22)

d

dt
δ(N ) = F〈L(N )〉 − d

dt
δ(N )F

≈ F�〈N〉〈L(N )〉 − d

dt
δ(N )F = δ(N ).

The visualization of this system of equations is displayed
in Fig. 4. It is obvious that it is clearer and also easier to derive
Eqs. (17) than it is to derive Eqs. (22), but we see that it is
possible to describe a finite system exactly by EoM formulated
in CFs.

We conclude this subsection with the suggestion to for-
mulate all EoM in terms of EVs. If the neglection of
CFs is required the truncation operator in combination with
the factorization operators F−1�δ(N)F can be used. By this
approach, one can use simple inductive algebra to derive
Ehrenfest EoM for the EVs and then make the factorizations
only in the highest order EVs. The resulting EoM are much
simpler in structure than the equivalent ones formulated in

FIG. 4. (Color online) Illustration of a CF hierarchy truncated
by neglecting EVs. This hierarchy is equivalent to the hierarchy
illustrated in Fig. 1 though in its structure it is very similar to the
CF hierarchy illustrated in Fig. 2. The CF of a certain order couple
linear to the CF of the next order indicated by the black line, but also
to products of lower-order CF indicated by the blue merging lines on
top. The truncation here is not achieved by setting the (N + 1)th CF
to zero but by substituting it by products of lower-order CF indicated
by the merging blue line entering the N th CF from the right side.

CFs and are much easier to obtain. Another advantage of the
formulation in terms of EVs is that the effect of the neglection
of CFs is directly marked in the equations by the nonlinearities
in the otherwise linear equations.

C. Equation of motion for mixed Hilbert spaces

The advantage of the formulation of the EoM via EV
becomes even more evident when one investigates the dy-
namics of a coupled system in which the various types of
particles have different constraints and correlation strength.
For example, let us consider a system coupling fermionic
carriers described by creation/annihilation operators from the
set F = {f †

1 , . . . ,f
†
n ,f1, . . . ,fn} to a quantized light field

described by bosonic creation/annihilation operators B =
{b†1, . . . ,b†m,b1, . . . ,bm}. A general normal ordered EV in this
system would be 〈bIf K〉 = 〈b†i . . . blf

†
o . . . fr〉, where I and K

are index sets addressing elements in B and F respectively. In
analogy to the abbreviated notation introduced at the beginning
of Sec. II B we will write 〈N,M〉 for any function of EVs
〈bIf K〉 with a maximum order N,M given by the cardinality of
the index sets (#I � N,#K � M). And we will write δ(N,M)
for an arbitrary function of CFs δ(bIf K ) with a maximum
order N,M . In Sec. II B we have introduced the truncation
operators �〈N〉/δ(N) acting either on EVs or CFs. For mixed
Hilbert spaces the truncation operator has to be specified
further to indicate on which part of the EV/CF � it is acting
on. The upper index B,F specifies whether � is applied on
the bosonic or on the fermionic part of the quantity. We give
examples for �δ(N/M) acting on CFs:

�B
δ(N−1)δ(N,M) = δ(N − 1,M), (23)

�F
δ(M−1)δ(N,M) = δ(N,M − 1), (24)

�B+F
δ(N+M−1)δ(N + M) = δ(N + M − 1). (25)

In our example, �B
δ(N) neglects bosonic correlations in Eq. (23),

�F
δ(M) neglects fermionic correlations in Eq. (24) and �B+F

δ(N+M)
neglects (N + M)-particle correlations in Eq. (25), which
can be reasonable in large systems with a direct coupling
between the different particles. There are many cases were
the weighting of the operators is not symmetrical (B + F ) but
weighted (B + wF) with w being the weighting factor [5].
This is for instance the case when a large system is dominated
by the dipole Hamiltonian b†f †

g fe + bf
†
e fg . In this case, one

boson operator is coupled to two Fermi operators and the
weighting factor is 1/2.

IV. APPLICATIONS

To illustrate our approach, we give a specific example
for a hierarchy of EoM describing a coupled electron-photon
system. We give details on how the derived EoM can be used
to describe very different physical systems depending on the
approximations that are made to truncate the hierarchy. We
show how our approach can be used to exploit the cluster
expansion further for one specific example. The transition
from thermal to laser light is monitored in higher-order photon-
autocorrelation functions for a microscopic semiconductor QD
laser model. And we show for this particular system the validity
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of the cluster expansion. To conclude this section we interpret
former EoM techniques according to our approach.

A. Hierarchy induced by the dipole Hamiltonian

For systems with coupling in-between the different kinds
of particles, the hierarchy unfolds into various directions. In
this example, the dipole Hamiltonian

HD =
∑

gmb†f †
gm

fem
+ H.c. (26)

for a single optical mode in rotating wave approximation
(see, for example, Ref. [21]) couples the operators b(†) ∈ B
annihilating (creating) a photon in the cavity mode, b|n〉B =√

n|n − 1〉B, to the operators f
(†)
e/gm

∈ F annihilating (creating)
a carrier in the state |e/g; m〉F . In this context, e/g specifies
the energetic state of the electron in the exited or ground level
(conduction and valance band in a semiconductor context)
and m is a place holder for all remaining quantum numbers
specifying the carriers state. The EoM for the generalized
electron density

d

dt

∣∣∣∣
HD

〈
b†abaf †

ei
fei

〉 = −2gi Re
〈
b†a+1baf †

gi
fei

〉

− 2a
∑

gm Re
〈
b†aba−1f †

ei
f †

gm
fei

fem

〉
,

(27)

or more schematically

d

dt

∣∣∣∣
HD

〈2a,2〉 = −2gi Re〈2a + 1,2〉

− 2a
∑

gm Re〈2a − 1,4〉, (28)

is a quantity of order (2a,2). It couples to the photon
assisted polarization of order (2a + 1,2) and to EVs correlating
polarizations in other shells m with the presence of a second
carrier in state |e; i〉, this term has the order (2a − 1,4)
[compare to Eq. (28)]. The EoM for the photon assisted
polarization

d

dt

∣∣∣∣
HD

〈
b†a+1baf †

gi
fei

〉 = (a + 1)gi

〈
b†abaf †

ei
fei

〉

+ gi

〈
b†a+1ba+1(f †

ei
fei

− f †
gi
fgi

)〉
+ (a + 1)

∑
gm

〈
b†abaf †

em
f †

gi
fei

fgm

〉
− a

∑
gm

〈
b†a+1ba−1f †

gi
f †

gm
fei

fem

〉
,

(29)

d

dt

∣∣∣∣
HD

〈2a + 1,2〉 = (a + 1)gi〈2a,2〉

+ gi〈2a + 2,2〉
+ (a + 1)

∑
gm〈2a,4〉

− a
∑

gm〈2a,4〉, (30)

couples to the spontaneous emission (2a,2), to the stimulated
emission (2a + 2,2), to the spontaneous emission modified by
additional electrons present in semiconductor systems (2a,4),
and to possible two-photon processes generated by transitions

FIG. 5. (Color online) Illustration of the system of EoM (27)–
(30) induced by the dipole Hamiltonian HD . The hierarchy unfolds
in two directions and therefore has to be truncated by a combination
of �B and �F . The sketch shows how the hierarchy is truncated in
our framework in the fermionic direction at single-particle level by
�F

2 standing for �F
〈2〉 applicable to one-electron systems or for �F

δ(2)

applicable to semiconductor systems with more than one electron. The
photonic direction of the hierarchy is truncated by �B

M standing for
�B

〈M〉 with applications in cavity-quantum-electrodynamic systems or
for �B

δ(M) applicable, for example, in laser systems.

in other shells (2a,4) [compare Eqs. (29) and (30)]. The desired
EVs couple to EVs with a growing number of Bose and Fermi
operators. To close this hierarchy, it has to be truncated by a
combination of �B and �F as depicted in Fig. 5.

To illustrate the application of the combined truncation
scheme, we will give examples that result in known models. To
obtain these models, we show in the following how Eqs. (27)
and (29) have to be modified and truncated and in some cases
augmented with additional EoM. Note that all systems in the
following examples are considered to be in the incoherent
regime where EVs like 〈b†〉, 〈f †

e fg〉 vanish [22]. So far, we
have only defined the interaction part of the Hamiltonian in an
abstract manner. To describe a real model, the free part of the
Hamiltonian, the number of particles and the level structure of
the particles have to be declared and according to this the sum
and indices in the dipole Hamiltonian. Furthermore, several
external processes have to be included into the equations, either
by Lindblad terms or directly by adding phenomenological
terms to the equations. However, the processes induced by
an external bath do not change the necessity to truncate the
hierarchy created by HD . For the sake of simplicity, we will
not consider the external processes explicitly.

1. Jaynes-Cummings model

A very basic example is the Jaynes-Cummings model
(JCM) with N photons inside the cavity and one carrier that
can occupy the ground or exited state [a = 0, . . . ,N and i = 1
in Eqs. (27) and (29)]. The application of �B

〈N〉�
F
〈2〉 is sufficient

to describe this system. Since the JCM is a one-electron model,
all EV addressing two electrons are zero:

�F
〈2〉〈bIf †f †ff 〉 = 0,

and because the number of photons is limited to N , the
probability to find N + 1 photons is zero, i.e.,

�B
〈N〉〈b†N+1bN+1f †f 〉 = 0.

In Fig. 6, this EoM approach is compared to the cluster
expansion, which is totally inappropriate for this finite system
(see end of Sec. II B). Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Dynamics of the photon-autocorrelation
function g(2)(0) of the JCM for an initially exited electron and the
cavity field prepared in a Fock state with 〈b†b〉 = 1 and 〈b†nbn〉 = 0
for n > 1. The time is measured in units of the Rabi frequency ωR .
Depicted is the analytical exact solution compared to various numeri-
cal solutions of the EoM from Eqs. (27) and (29). The fermionic part is
truncated by �F

〈2〉 since the JCM is a one electron model, the photonic
part is truncated by �B

〈4〉 or �B
δ(N)with N = {4,6,8,10,12}. Note

that the analytical exact solution and the numerically exact solution
(�B

〈4〉) lie on top of each other. The results obtained by the cluster
expansion fail to describe the dynamics of this system and the orders
eight to twelve even reach unphysical values below zero marked by
the hatched area. The curves shown here were all obtained by the
expectation value based cluster expansion. The corresponding curves
obtained by the traditional cluster expansion would lie on top of them
since both approaches differ only in the formulation but not in the
results.

second-order photon-autocorrelation function,

g(2)(t,τ ) = 〈b†(t)b†(t + τ )b(t + τ )b(t)〉
〈b†(t)b(t)〉〈b†(t + τ )b(t + τ )〉 ,

at zero delay time [g(2)(t,0) = g(2)(0)] for the JCM with the
electron initially in the exited state and the cavity prepared in
a Fock state with 1 photon (|ψ0〉 = |e〉F |1〉B). The system
oscillates between the initial state and a two-photon state
with the electron in the ground state (|ψ1〉 = |g〉F |2〉B),
consequently, the photon-autocorrelation function oscillates
between g(2)(0) = 0 and g(2)(0) = 0.5 with the Rabi-frequency
ωR . The result of the EoM truncated with �B

〈4〉 is in perfect
agreement with the exact analytical result. The results obtained
with the cluster expansion (i.e., by applying �B

δ(N)) diverge dra-
matically from the exact solution and exhibit even unphysical
behavior [g(2)(0) < 0]. Going to higher orders enlarges the
time interval in which the cluster expansion matches the exact
results. However, the algebraic effort is tremendous and still
the cluster expansion of order twelve is not able to monitor a
half Rabi circle for this system. Only the inclusion of an infinite
number of CFs would be able to compensate the vanishing EV,
which is facilitated by �B

〈4〉 in a very natural fashion. Further

details on this approach to the JCM and on the convergence
properties of the cluster expansion can be found in Leymann
et al. [23].

2. Four-level laser rate equations

Allowing the index i to be {1,2} and limiting the number
of carriers per atom to one gives the basis of a four-level
laser model [a = 0,1 and i = 1,2 in Eqs. (27) and (29)].
The application of �

B+F/2
δ(2) gives the basis for the laser rate

equations with

F−1�
B+F/2
δ(2) F〈b†bf †f 〉 ≈ 〈b†b〉〈f †f 〉

as the main approximation [24]. Since the gain medium is
considered to consist of one-electron systems the two-electron
quantities vanish �F

〈2〉〈f †f †ff 〉 = 0. This model provides no
statistical information about the photons other than the mean
photon number 〈b†b〉, but can easily be extended within our
framework by including higher-order correlations.

3. Semiconductor model for a single quantum dot

Characteristic for a semiconductor QD is the presence of
more than one carrier confined in the QD shell structure. Pauli
blocking of recombination channels, Coulomb interaction and
scattering with wetting layer carriers and phonons influence
the dynamics of carriers in a semiconductor QD. We consider
QDs with two shells [i = s,p in Eqs. (27) and (29)] in
the valence and the conduction bands. Expectation values
addressing two carriers are different from zero in this system
and thus have to be considered. However, the Hilbert space
corresponding to a single QD inside a cavity with only
one resonant photonic mode is still small enough to allow
for a numerically exact description (a = 1, . . . ,N). Single
semiconductor QD systems have been studied for example
by Ritter et al. [25] by the direct solution of the vNL Eq. (13).
The application of the truncation operators �F

〈4〉�
B
〈N〉 on the

Eqs. (27) and (29) gives a numerically exact semiconductor
QD model in our formulation, when N is chosen sufficiently
large. To obtain a complete model the EoM for the two-electron
quantities 〈bIf †f †ff 〉 have to be derived using Eq. (14) and
the corresponding Lindblad terms have to be included. The
hierarchy is truncated at two-electron level, meaning that EV
addressing three electrons vanish,

�F
〈4〉〈bIf †f †f †fff 〉 = 0.

This truncation is justified by the assumption that the QD
initial state is uncharged and electrons and holes are pumped
symmetrically; a discussion of the effects of a unsymmetrical
pump can be found in Florian et al. [17]. Every photonic state
that is produced by a single QD, be it a thermal or coherent
state, can be approximated by a finite number of Fock states
N so that EVs addressing (N + 1) photons vanish,

�B
〈N〉〈b†N+1bN+1f K〉 = 0.

4. Semiconductor laser model for multiple quantum dots

In semiconductor QD microcavity lasers, typically, several
QDs take part in the laser dynamics. To obtain a microscopic
semiconductor laser model, all the processes mentioned in the
single semiconductor QD model have to be taken into account
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as well. For three or four QDs, the size of the Hilbert space is
still small enough so that the system can still be described by
the vNL equation as in Florian et al. [26]. However, in the case
of five or more QDs, the fermionic part of the Hilbert space is
too large for an exact treatment. When the laser operates above
threshold the photon number grows too fast with the pump to
set up an hierarchy that goes up to vanishing EVs. To truncate
the EoM hierarchy for such a large system, CFs have to be
neglected.

A model that is sufficient to describe an ensemble of
semiconductor QDs coupled to a single cavity mode and to
provide statistical information about the photons beyond the
intensity is given when Eqs. (27) and (29) are carried up to
order (a = 0,1,2) and the truncation operators �F

δ(2) and �B
δ(4)

are applied. The hierarchy is closed in the fermionic subspace
by factorizing all two-electron quantities:

F−1�F
δ(2)F〈bIf †f †ff 〉

≈
∑

c{J,L,M}〈bJ f †f 〉〈bLf †f 〉〈bM〉,
where I = J ∪ L ∪ M is the index set addressing the Bose
operators. In contrast to the single QD model, a large number
(>10) of QDs takes part in the laser dynamics. Therefore an
exact treatment of the carriers is impossible and carrier-carrier
correlations are not in focus of this model. The carriers can be
treated on Hartree-Fock level since the Coulomb interaction
is screened by the high carrier densities in the lasing regime
and correlations are strongly diminished by dephasing. In the
bosonic subspace, the hierarchy is closed by factorizing all
EVs containing more than four photon operators:

F−1�B
δ(4)F〈b†b†b†bbf K〉

≈ +
∑

c{Q,R,S,T }〈b†bf Q〉〈b†bf R〉〈b†f S〉〈f T 〉

+
∑

c{Q′,R′,T ′}〈b†b†bbf Q′ 〉〈b†f R′ 〉〈f T ′ 〉

+
∑

c{Q′′,R′′,T ′′}〈b†b†bf Q′′ 〉〈b†bf R′′ 〉〈f T ′′ 〉,
where K = Q ∪ R ∪ S ∪ T is the index set addressing the
Fermi operators. There are more possible factorizations, but
these terms are zero in the incoherent regime or not driven
by the particular Hamiltonian. Expectation values with up to
four photon operators are considered in this model. Thereby
we have access to the photon-autocorrelation function of the
cavity photons at zero delay time g(2)(0). An equivalent model
formulated in terms of CFs has been introduced by Gies
et al. [8].

We conclude this section with a comparison between the
presented examples. Note the similarities between our first
and third examples, in both examples, a limited number of
carriers interact with limited number of photons. The single
semiconductor QD can be regarded as the extension of the JCM
to the case of a many electron system. And finally our fourth
example can be considered as the extension of the four-level
system laser to a semiconductor laser model that provides
additional to the intensities, information about the photon
statistics as well. All these models originate from the same
hierarchy of EVs and differ, with respect to the truncation
of the hierarchy, only in the order and combination of the
truncation operators �F and �B.

B. Laser transition in higher-order photon-autocorrelation
functions

The presented approach to the microscopic semiconductor
QD laser is extended further into the bosonic subspace. We
take a closer look on the carrier-photon and photon-photon
correlations driven by the laser cavity feedback. The carriers
can still be treated on Hartree-Fock level due to the strong
dephasing in this system. A systematic study of the influence
of carrier correlations in a single QD can be found in Florian
et al. [17] and will be subject to further investigations. For-
mally, the truncation operator �B

δ(4) is changed in our example
to �B

δ(N)with N = {6,8,10}. With this approach, we obtain
converged values for lower-order quantities and also informa-
tion about higher-order photon-autocorrelation functions,

g(n)(0) = 〈b†nbn〉
〈b†b〉n , (31)

up to n = N/2. To demonstrate the capability of our
theoretical framework, we show numerical results for a
semiconductor QD microcavity laser with 20 identical QDs,
a β factor of 0.01 and all additional material parameters
chosen as in Gies et al. [8]. In particular, we concentrate on
the photon-autocorrelation functions g(n)(0). Experimentally,
higher-order photon correlations of coupled quantum systems
were investigated by several groups [27–30]. The behavior
of g(2)(0) at the lasing threshold for a QD-based-microcavity
laser is experimentally well studied and has been investigated
with the cluster expansion [8,9,31]. The transition from
nonlasing to lasing can be characterized by a change in the
photon statistics from a thermal to a Poisson distribution.
Therefore the photon-autocorrelation functions g(n)(0) drops
from n! to one at the lasing threshold [32,33].

10−2.1 10−2

1.1

1.2

1.3

10−3 10−2 10−1.6

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Pump rate 1
ps

g
(2

) (
0)

δ(4)
δ(6)
δ(8)
δ(10)

FIG. 7. (Color online) Numerical solution of the semiconductor
laser model for β = 0.01 and 20 QDs. The convergence of the photon-
autocorrelation function g(2)(0) for different truncation operators
�B

δ(N)with N = {4,6,8,10} is shown. Further information about the
model can be found in Gies et al. [8].
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Figure 7 shows the behavior of g(2)(0) over the pump rate.
For the chosen β factor, the photon-autocorrelation function
drops steeply from two to one at lasing threshold. Note that the
deviations of the different orders are small and are becoming
smaller with increasing order. The strongest deviations appear
directly at the threshold because of the rapid change of photon
correlations in this parameter region. Below threshold, photon
correlations are small due to the thermal state of the photons
and far above the threshold the dephasing induced by the
pumping has strong influence on the system and damps out
all higher-order carrier correlations.

Laser light is coherent in all orders n, so the photon-
autocorrelation functions of all orders is one [34]. Therefore
observing the mean photon number and the two photon-
autocorrelation function is not enough to monitor the laser
transition. The state |ψnl〉 = 1√

2
(|0〉 + |2〉), for example, is

not a lasing state at all, however, if one only looks at the
photon number and the two-photon-autocorrelation function
one could think |ψnl〉 might be a laser state [〈b†b〉|nl = 1,
g(2)(0)|nl = 1]. With our approach, higher-order CFs are
accessible so we are able to monitor the transition to laser
light in higher orders of the photon-autocorrelation function.
In Fig. 8(a), one can see how the autocorrelation functions
g(2···5)(0) drop from thermal values n! to one. Note the
logarithmic scale and that the deviation of g(5)(0) from one in
relation to its thermal value 5! = 120 is as large as the deviation
for the lower-order photon autocorrelations. To be able to better
monitor the transition in the photon statistics, we also depict

1

2

6

24

120

g
(n

) (
0)

g(2)(0)

g(3)(0)

g(4)(0)

g(5)(0)

10−3 10−2 10−1.6
0

0.5

1

Pump rate 1
ps

C
(n

) (
0)

C(2)(0)

C(3)(0)

C(4)(0)

C(5)(0)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 8. (Color online) Numerical solution of the semiconductor
laser model for β = 0.01 and 20 QDs for order N = 10. The higher-
order photon-autocorrelation functions g(n)(0) in dependence of the
pump rate are depicted in (a). The theoretical expected transition from
thermal to coherent light could be approved up to g(5)(0) (note the
logarithmic scale). In (b), the scaled photon-CFs C(n)(0) are depicted.
For the thermal field at low pump rates, all CFs are zero. An ideal
Poissonian distributed light field would produce C(n)(0) = 1 for all
n. The various C(n)(0) begin to approach one at different pump rates
and not at one particular threshold pump rate.

scaled photon CFs:

C(n)(0) = δ(b†nbn)

〈b†b〉n
[
δ(b†nbn)|coh

〈b†b〉n
]−1

, (32)

where δ(b†nbn)|coh is the value of the CF for a coherent field,
which can be obtained by successively solving

g(n)(0)|coh = 1 = F〈b†nbn〉|coh

〈b†b〉n . (33)

For n = {2,3}, Eq. (33) reads

g(2)(0)|coh = 1 = 2 + δ(b†2b2)|coh

〈b†b〉2
,

g(3)(0)|coh = 1 = 6 + 9
δ(b†2b2)|coh

〈b†b〉2
+ δ(b†3b3)|coh

〈b†b〉3
.

In Fig. 8(b), the C(n)(0) are depicted and one can see that
all photon CF are zero for low pump rates, which is consistent
with Wick’s theorem. For pump rates above threshold, all
C(n)(0) approach one as assumed for a system emitting laser
light. However, the four depicted C(n)(0) have not a common
threshold pump rate. They all exhibit their maximum slope
at different pump rates. So the term “threshold” becomes
questionable not only because of the missing threshold in
systems with a β factor close to one in the input output
curve [24], but also for intermediate systems like ours with
β = 0.01, where one can still see a threshold in the second-
order photon autocorrelation function. Taking a closer look at
the photon-autocorrelation functions reveals that the threshold
is different for the different CFs. In this context, it is more
precise to speak of a threshold parameter region than of one
threshold value. Comparing Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), one sees that
both quantities g(n)(0) and C(n)(0) can be used to monitor the
transition from thermal to laser light. For a comparison of
the different orders of coherence, the scaled CFs C(n)(0) are
more appropriate since all C(n)(0) have values between zero
and one. To conclude this section, we recapitulate that we
have formulated the EoM in terms of EVs to facilitate the
computations. For the analysis, however, the formulation in
terms of CFs is very helpful.

C. Classification of former approaches by the proposed
truncation scheme

At the end of this section, we will briefly touch on former
approaches to truncate hierarchies of EoM. The formulation in
the literature may differ from ours but the truncation techniques
can all be regarded as an application of one or more truncation
operators as defined in Eqs. (6) and (7). Our formulation offers
a new perspective to the various approaches listed in Table I.

Example (i) and (ii) in the table are concerned with
relatively small systems that can still be treated numerically
exact. In the first example (i), the vNL Eq. (13) for the density
operator ρ for a single QD laser is solved in the basis of the
finite configuration states |φi〉 numerically [25], which could
also be mapped onto an EV hierarchy truncated at the order
corresponding to the size of the matrix ρij = 〈φi |ρ|φj 〉. The
second example (ii) is formulated in EV and describes a QD
cavity system coupled to phonons, and the hierarchy is set
up by the induction method [7] referred to in Sec. III. The
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TABLE I. Overview of recent publications (which is by no means complete) applying methods that can be interpreted within our framework.
Dim HB/F estimates the number of configurations the bosonic/fermionic part of the system can have. Dim HB/F is determined by the number
of particles in the system and the number of states the single particles can occupy. The table illustrates that for coupled systems (in most
examples here light matter coupling) the hierarchy has to be truncated in various directions, and the choice of the truncation order and principle
depends strongly on the investigated system.

Physical system Dim HB Dim HF truncation Formulation [Ref.]

(i) Single semiconductor QD laser ∼40 6 �B
〈80〉 �F

〈4〉 vNL [25]

(ii) Two-level-cavity system coupled to phonons ∼20, ∼20 2 �
Bc

〈40〉 �
Bph

〈40〉 �F
〈2〉 EV [7]

(iii) Semiconductor QD PL into free space ∼∞ 6 �
Bi

δ(1) �F
〈4〉 FSH (CF) [17]

(iv) Rabi oscillations in a QD-cavity system 2–20 4 �B
〈30〉 �F

δ(2) PPCE (EV) [14]

(v) Microcavity laser with semiconductor QDs ∼1000 ∼650 �B
δ(4) �F

δ(2) CF [8]

(vi) Quantum wells ∼∞ ∼∞ �
B+F/2
δ(2) CF [1]

(vii) BEC in an optical lattice >10 000 0 �B
δ(4) EV [15]

single QD described by a finite Hilbert space investigated in
the third example (iii) is coupled to a continuum of modes
and has therefore be treated approximately by neglecting
photon correlations. The EoM in this example are formulated
in CF but the finite fermionic part of the system is treated
exactly by factorizing CFs that address three or more carriers
according to Eq. (12). Since this method is designed to set
up a hierarchy of EoM for a finite fermionic system, it is
called finite-size hierarchy (FSH) [17]. Example (iv) treats
its bosonic part exactly by using the photon probability up
to N photons, which could be mapped on EVs 〈b†aba〉 with
a up to N . The correlations between the two carriers are
neglected and EVs with more than two Fermi operators are
factorized. This method combines the photon probability with
the factorization of the carrier EVs according to the cluster
expansion and is therefore called the photon probability cluster
expansion (PPCE) [14]. The FSH and the PPCE can be
regarded as opposite approaches as the FSH treats the Fermi
part exactly and factorizes Bose EVs whereas the PPCE
factorizes the Fermi part and treats the Bose part exactly.
Example (v) is exactly the model described in Sec. IV A 4
formulated in CFs [8]. Quantum wells are described by a
continuous Hilbert space and are predesignated for the cluster
expansion, i.e., the neglection of CFs as in example (vi),
studying the effects of Coulomb and phonon interaction on
exciton formation in semiconductor quantum wells [1]. The
last example (vii) investigates the dynamics of Bose-Einstein
condensates (BECs) in optical lattices and has therefore a
purely bosonic Hilbert space. The hierarchy of EoM in this
example is formulated in EVs. The influence of two-particle
correlations is investigated and the hierarchy is truncated by
the factorization of three-particle EV according to Eq. (11) and
is called Bogoliubov backreaction approximation [15].

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown how the description of many-particle quan-
tum systems can be facilitated making use of the connection
between EVs and CFs. We have seen that the formulation of the
EoM in EVs or CFs is independent from the approximations
that are made to truncate the infinite hierarchy. This indepen-

dence allows for a description entirely formulated in terms of
EVs. The use of EVs has several advantages: simple algebra
can be used to derive the EoM for all orders, constrains like
a limited particle number can be incorporated directly, and
the effect of approximations typical for the cluster expansion
are directly marked by the nonlinear terms in the otherwise
linear equations. Additionally, we find it remarkable that our
formulation of the cluster expansion shows that it is possible
to approximate an infinite linear system of EoM by a finite,
almost linear system of EoM. It is also worth mentioning
that the traditional cluster expansion formulated in CFs is
equivalent to this almost linear hierarchy of EVs. The linearity
of the equations up to the order where actual approximations
result in factorizations may be interesting for numerical
implementation of the EoM as well as the possibility to give
an inductive scheme to set up the EoM. Another aspect we
have concentrated on is the truncation of hierarchies of EoM
for systems containing different interacting particles and the
implementation of constrains like a limited particle number.
The flexibility that our approach offers, concerning the approx-
imation principles, is expressed in the various combinations
of the truncation operators �

B/F

δ(N)/〈M〉. Our formulation em-
phasizes the connections, similarities and differences between
various techniques applied in the literature. The capability of
our approach is demonstrated in a specific example where we
have extended the semiconductor laser model used by Gies
et al. [8] to higher orders and demonstrated for this model the
convergence of the cluster expansion approach. In microcavity
systems, the common definition of the laser threshold is not
only questionable due to smooth transition in the input output
characteristic. Our results show different threshold pump rates
for increasing orders of photon-autocorrelation functions and
to speak of a threshold interval is more appropriate.

The introduced formulation can be useful in all situ-
ations where a systematic inclusion of higher-order cor-
relations is desirable. Our method is, in principle, ap-
plicable to all systems where the traditional cluster ex-
pansion is used and due to the algebraic simplifications
higher-order correlations are accessible with our formula-
tion as demonstrated for the semiconductor QD laser in
Sec. IV.
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